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Over the last 2500 years, Buddhist history reveals innova
tive constructions of relationships between the Buddha's

teachings and the culture of each country it visits. This
Buddhist "sociology of religion" is filled with examples of
how the "new" beliefaffected societal aspirations, values, and
ideology. For example, our school, the Kwan Urn School of
Zen, has the strong flavor and influences of the Korean

people, as brought by our founder Zen Master Seung Sahn.
To this day, many Korean flavors (like Kim Chee!) have a

positive valuation in defining the identity of our practice.
Unlike our Korean spiritual parents, weWestern students

are in the infancy of this process of Buddhist enculturation.
Two important points need to be addressed as we look at

Buddhist teaching through "American" eyes. First, the power
of our technological culture translated Buddhist teaching at

an incredibly rapid pace. Where Buddhist teachingmay have
taken centuries to move from one region to the next, in our

culture (with the internet, publishing, radio and TV) we are

looking atmuch shorter times. Second, weAmericans cannot
discuss Buddhism without a focus on contemporary social
life. TheAmerican field, inwhich Buddhism is beingplanted,
is deeply entrenched with a strong belief in the power of the
social sciences. Thomas Szasz, the eminent American psy

chologist, once suggested that psychology had become the

religion of America and psychologists were now the high
priests. The Light Inside the Dark and BuddhaNature are two

of the current genre of books attempting to marry Buddhist

teachings with American social life and sciences.

In TheLight Inside theDark, ]ohnTarrant brings theAsian
tradition of inquiry and experience to theWesternmethod of
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exploring the life of feeling, thought, and stories. Wes Nisker in Buddha Nature
draws on several of the social sciences (neuroscience, evolutionary biology, and
psychology). He views the Buddha as a spiritual scientist of the self.

In Buddha Nature, Nisker draws upon the works ofother people who have tried
to bring science andmeditation practice together. He finds that the"modern selflives
in a 'culture ofnarcissism,'with very little sense ofbeing part ofeither a grand cosmic
design, the unfolding processes ofnature, or even a communal or historical destiny."
Nisker finds the Buddha's Third Noble Truth a significant biological insight where
"nature has given us the ability to train ourminds to bring us new levels ofsatisfaction
and freedom." The remainder ofhis book follows four foundations ofmindfulness

(body and breath, first impression, states ofmind, and thinking) as a guide to help
"fully realize our human condition and develop its potential."

Perhaps the most interesting insight provided by Nisker is his interpretation of
how the Buddha's teaching on the law ofkarma works in our lives and is related to
our current understanding of evolution. He finds that our ignorance of the twelve
links of "dependent co-arising" are the root cause of human suffering. For Nisker,
the evolutionary process offers a new idea of reincarnation in that the human
condition can be seen as "our shared incarnation, part ofour common'evolutionary
karma.'" Through the study oflife reincarnating "form after form" Nisker believes
thatwe can clearly see the forces that have come together to create this temporary life.

While investigating similar ideas to Nisker, Tarrant in The Light Inside theDark
relies more heavily on the field of psychology to provide insights into Buddhist

teaching. He finds that human existence at times loses "the upper levels of

consciousness," sinking into personal grief. He finds that the inward and outer

voyages have a heroic aspect to them inwhich they both make new connections that

help achieve many ends. He begins this journey into "a life of awareness" at the
"moment ofhelplessness." For Tarrant, when life goes well there is not much need
to change things. However, the belief in a good life falls apart and breaks away
whenever a personal crisis appears. Tarrant believes that this crisis is the "gift" that
begins a new life.

Tarrant investigates the mysterious, that place where nothing is said directly. Yet
he believes that everyday, "we move into it and through it and are sustained by its
graces." He finds that in not-knowing we begin to trust our blindness and therefore
are not blocked by seeing. He finds this ability to let go important, so that "we can

embracewhatever comes." This is one of themanyways thatTarrant attempts to help
the reader find the light inside the dark.
It is important to remember that these two authors did not write definitive

textbooks on Buddhism or science, Instead, they brought together several fields and
theories reflecting their own individual beliefs. These two books, aswell as the genres
they represent, attempt to enlarge the reader's understanding of these fields rather
than provide valid explanations for them. Both books have a sense of urgency, of

hurrying us through the marriage ofBuddhism and American social science, never

giving us a complete picture. At times, their stories lack precision and depth in

translating Buddhist teaching and practice.
Buddhism inAmerica is a baby in the first fewmoments following birth. It arrived

in the delivery roomof the behavioral sciences. However, we are still leftwith a simple
question: has the marriage of Buddhism and the social sciences given birth to a
healthy baby? Yes, or no? In some ways it's like trying to solve a problem-how does
it fit? All generations have believed that theirs is the one in greatest crisis. This

generation has added Buddhism to its repertoire of responses to the crisis ofmind

suffering. ForAmericans today, the puzzle pieces oflife's suffering fit into aBuddhist
social science paradigm. TheLightInside theDark andBuddhaNaturewill help future
American Buddhists understand how the baby took its first steps.


